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I am incredibly proud to present OPEN Media’s first-ever annual review. As you will see, 
it has been an impressive year with remarkable achievements from the team.
 
Over the last 12 months, OPEN has grown rapidly. Inevitably, and no secret to shy 
away from, this presented us with challenges along the way. Some easier than 
others to overcome. Yet, we have continued to demonstrate excellent resilience, 
togetherness, and strong support to ensure our team can fulfil their job as best as 
possible, and the business can continue to successfully exceed our goals and 
objectives. 
 
In the pursuit of our strong foundations and momentum, this was a year where 
OPEN have surpassed revenue, increased heart count, created internal job 
opportunities, expanded our site portfolio, and pioneered a breadth of opportunities 
for our teams’ development and progression. 

We have been brave and bold with our innovation and sustainability approach. This 
year, we invested heavily into new OOH locations, received nominations, won several 
awards and delivered truly memorable OOH campaigns. Oh, and let’s not forget - we 
are the first media owner in the U.K. and Europe to gain 
accreditation and hold a B Corp Certification.

2022, has shown the significant value of how our people can synergise with a clear 
strategy and shared values to enable OPEN to achieve its vision. I am immensely 
proud, well done team OPEN - We are Changing Outdoor! I leave on this note, our 
embedded culture of diversity, inclusivity, and honesty is something we must not only 
preserve but strive to progress. We’re not perfect, undoubtedly never will be – but we’ll 
always look for opportunities to improve.
Thank you all. 

2023, we are ready!
 
Best regards,
Mike Smith (He/Him)
CEO 

A WORD 
FROM MIKE
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GOALS

To create a remarkable working 
environment where people are 
valued, feel comfortable, enjoy 
coming to work on a daily basis, 
and are constantly learning and 
growing professionally.

Continue to change Outdoor, 
by setting our standards  
extremely high in everything 
we do - products, services 
and people!

Leading the way in Out 
of Home towards a more 
sustainable industry.

To carry on doing good 
business for the communities 
in which we operate.

1 2

3 4

Below are the goals that we set out to achieve in 2022.
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PLANET 

We pledge to prioritise our journey to carbon neutrality through decarbonising 
and offsetting; constantly measuring our impact within the business and  
supply chain, forecasting ahead and reviewing our methods. 

PLACE 

We pledge to always think outside the box and remain innovative, developing 
networks that serve our clients. We will be data-forward and the first to market 
with huge new opportunities and technologies. 

PEOPLE 

We pledge to implement ideas to create a more diverse workforce.
In the next 3 years, we plan to hire 15 new employees, which will diversify the 
team by 30%. Our people are our best asset.  
We pledge to invest in our employees’ mental and physical health by creating a 
remarkable working environment where people are valued, feel comfortable, 
enjoy coming to work daily, and constantly learn and grow professionally.

PLEDGES POLICIES

EDI 
POLICY

Environmental 
& Sustainabilty 
Policy

Child Labour 
Policy

Fair and Equal 
Pay Policy

Whistleblowing 
Policy

Health & Safety 
Policy

GDPR 
Policy
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PEOPLE
Our people are at the heart of our business and without them we wouldn’t be making 
brilliant waves in the out of home industry.  

They are our most important asset here at OPEN, and we are going to be continuing to 
invest in them this year, with plans to expand the team both in Liverpool & London.
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Development Fund 

In 2022 OPEN Media introduced the Personal Development Fund, 
offering £1000 per staff member to be put towards personal or 
 professional training, such as public speaking classes, and skills 
courses.

Wellness Days

In 2022, we introduced our quarterly wellness days, a new initiative to promote 
wellness and the importance of ‘switching off’ from work when you need to. 
These wellness days can be requested at any time, and mean that the team have 
a contact-free day to do whatever they want. Some actions have included nature 
walks, spa days, catching up on reading and even gym sessions!

We don’t offer these paid days for any activity in particular, just for team members 
to have a day to take care of themselves however they see fit!

Mentorship/ OPEN Chats

Towards the end of 2021 we saw the return of our 
monthly OPEN Chat events, an initiative pioneered by 
OPEN and hosted by senior women in the OOH  
industry that sees an average of 18-22 women of  
varying media sectors coming together to learn more 
about experiences in the industry and be inspired.

So far this year we have seen a number of fantastic 
OPEN Chats with incredible hosts, including Sarah 
Parkes, Chief Sales and Marketing Officer at Talon,  
Sue Unerman, Chief Transformation Officer at  
Mediacom, Kathryn Jacob OBE, CEO at Pearl and 
Dean, and many more.
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Work From Home Wednesday

Early in 2022 we introduced our Work From Home Stewardship doc-
ument, with information on how to best take care of the planet when 
out of the office, including tips on recycling, recommended office 
supply vendors, and advice on energy efficiency

Mental Health Activities

With the introduction of Sophie Steventon as our Mental 
Health First Aider we have seen a fantastic rise in our mental 
health support events. With a focus on both talking sessions 
and team days out we have hosted 8 events so far this year.

Sophie has hosted solo guided chats with the team as well as 
featured guests including Jake from Hub of Hope app  
creators ,Chasing the Stigma.

To mark Blue Monday, the ‘saddest day of the year’, the whole 
team was treated to either a spa day or a visit to Float Planet to 
help relax and open up about mental health.
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To continually promote relaxation and wellness throughout 
the team, we have hosted team-wide events such as a  
breathwork class with Your Yoga Studio, a team breakfast 
session at Moose Coffee with a guided chat and introduced 
How I Work documents to promote good communication 
and boundaries within the team.

Sophie also held an internal campaign for Stress Awareness 
Month as well as featuring a Stress Awareness campaign 
across our portfolio to raise awareness.
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This year we excelled on the awards and nominations front across the business, with so 
much going on over the last 12 months. We are so proud of our nominations across the 
board, from Sales, to Marketing, to Operations being recognised for their achievements.

Teenage Cancer Trust’s 
Gift in Kind Winners

Northern Power Women Awards Small Organisation 
Mike - Northern Power Women Entrepeauner 
Lauren - Northern Power Women

AWARDS & RECOGNITION
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Prolific North Champions 
Nominees

Prolific North Marketing  
Marketing Team of the Year Nominees
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MediaWeek Awards 
Rising Star Nominee : Meg Ledger
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ALF Insight 
Sales Team of the Year Winners
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PLACE
OPEN currently have sites across 10 major UK cities, but 2022 is the year we expand 
even further. We have started the year off by investing heavily into new led panels in 
Liverpool, Hull, Coventry, Newcastle, and Birmingham.
Each of these sites has been carefully selected to fit into one of our 4 new networks.
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OPEN Connect

OPEN D48

Our network made up of premium large 
format city centre sites.

Our collection of prime roadside 
digital sites across the UK.

Our newest network, a selection of our 
connect network sites that offer clients the 
option of utilising 3D content.

OPEN Perspective

OPEN Spectacular
 This premium network is made up of exciting brand-new 

sites in major cities that dominate some of the busiest areas 
of footfall and are available as full-domination options.

DIGITAL NETWORKS
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TRAFFORD CENTRE

2022 
SITE  
LAUNCHES
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NEWCASTLE 
HAYMARKET

EDGE LANE
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LIVERPOOL ONE 
BANNER

COVENTRY CENTRAL
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HULL CENTRAL

NEWCASTLE METROCENTRE
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FA Cup Final
In May, Wembley was the destination for both the Men’s and Women’s FA Cup 
Finals. With our Boxpark screen located on the walkup to Wembley Stadium, 
our Admobilize cameras recorded over 476,000 impressions over the course 
of the two days.
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With our headquarters based in Liverpool, we were so pleased to be able 
to host Nike’s Champions League activation targeting the LFC Parade along 
the Pier Head, reaching thousands of fans on such a momentous occasion.

Liverpool F.C. Parade
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For the launch of their original series Man vs Bee, Netflix UK took 
full domination of the portrait site outside Trafford City, Manchester. 
Along with Kinetic & Wavemaker, they commissioned a swarm of bees 
to surround the frame of the screen in our first unique special build.
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The UEFA Women’s European Championships 
kicked off this year, being hosted in a selection of 
stadiums across England over the course of July. 
Nike have deployed one of our largest banners 
ever to mark the occasion, at over 400m²,  
cascading down the side of Hotel Football outside 
of Old Trafford stadium, the site for the  
opening game of the tournament.

 
 
 

The women’s game is going from strength to 
strength, and it’s fair to say that this tournament is 
going to be the most watched in the history of the 
sport. This tournament follows on from a World 
Cup which broke records for attendances and 
viewing figures – a symptom of the increased  
global demand for international women’s football.
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PLANET
As well as delivering brand-centric campaigns, we also realise the responsibility we have to 
our people, the places we are situated, and the planet. OPEN are currently working towards 
becoming BCorp certified and have recently conducted an audit into working practices in 
order put in place changes to eventually achieve carbon neutrality.
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Here at OPEN Media, we’re passionate about empowering others. Where we can, we offer time on our 
portfolio to local businesses and help them to promote their message and services. Between January and 
March, we allocated £36,051 of free screen time to local businesses, including Rare School of Dance in 
Liverpool, Kindred Community and MediClinic, based in London.

In 2022, OPEN donated a total of 

£1,514,603 worth of free screen time 
across our sites. 

£1,407,843 of that was given to Charities,

£106,760
and the remaining

being given to Businesses.
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Homotopia: “The partnership with OPEN Media meant we were able to access areas within the City that we wouldn't be able to reach 
otherwise. Year on year at our festival, we have a particular focus on welcoming new people to be part of our community, and the amazing 
placement of the OPEN Media campaign gave us great success in this area. It was an exceptionally smooth process working with such a 
diligent team. We also endeavour to ensure our partnerships reflect the ethics and practice of our organisation, and we feel we have genuinely 
found this in OPEN Media.” - Olivia Graham , Marketing and Development Manager
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Just Like Us: "Working with Open Media is a joy - they have supported Just Like Us in reaching thousands 
more schools, supporters and young people right across the country. The projects we've worked on have been 
instrumental to our ability to reach and engage LGBT+ audiences and ensure we're able to support more 
LGBT+ young people to thrive. A huge thank you for all your support!"  
Amy Ashenden, Director of Comms at Just Like Us, the LGBT+ young people's charity
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Whitechapel Centre: “I’d just like to personally thank you and all the team with your support to the 
Whitechapel Centre over the past few months. We really do appreciate you supporting us with different 
avenues of your business. Without your support we wouldn’t be able to do the work we do, so thank you! 
The billboards were amazing, I personally went out and took snapshots of all of them to show the team for 
the Liverpool Sleepout event!” -Toni-Marie Roberts, Whitechapel Centre
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The company has pledged to prioritise their journey to carbon neutrality through decarbonising and offsetting; 
constantly measuring their impact within the business and its supply chain, forecasting ahead and reviewing their 
methods. This commitment to the planet will coincide with the many CSR focused campaigns already undertaken 
by OPEN Media, including International Women’s Day, Pride Month and Black History Month.
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International 
Women’s Day 
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Pride Month: 
OPEN & PROUD
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Black History Month
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HIGHLIGHTS

WACL
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LIVERPOOL PRIDE 2022
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Men’s Mental Health Morning
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Our impact on the planet is something we take very seriously and continue to look at ways in which 
we can improve.

We pledge to prioritise our journey to carbon neutrality through decarbonising and offsetting; 
constantly measuring our impact within ourselves and supply chain, forecasting ahead and 
reviewing/improving our methods.

Whilst we know that offsetting isn’t the be-all and end-all of sustainability and decarbonising, it’s a 
good way to begin carbon accounting and counteracting environmental impact and usage of 
natural capital. Ecologi is a Verified Carbon Standard organisation working with Trees for the Future 
and Eden Reforestation Projects, supporting projects ranging from reforestation to funding carbon 
reduction opportunities such as solar and wind power farms, conservation and composting.
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OPEN’S GOALS
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Certified B Corporations, or B Corps, are companies verified by B Lab to meet high standards of social and  
environmental performance, transparency, and accountability.

Each business applying is placed on a particular track of questions based on the size and nature of the company. The 
accreditation is awarded after a rigorous impact assessment process in which 200 in-depth questions take place to 
measure the company’s impact across 5 pillars – Governance, Workers, Community, Environment and Customers. 
Only when scoring a minimum of 80 points out of a potential 200 can a business certify for B-Corp. 

We began this process late 2021 due to us strongly aligning with the Workers and Community values and began a 
strong education piece on other areas of our business – namely sustainability and our collective impact on the  
environment. 

Our final score for the assessment was 84.2 with our strongest section of the assessment sitting in Workers at 28.5 
points. 

Customers was our lowest section with 3.5 points – however, the majority of the questions in this section were based 
around providing support for underserved/purpose driven enterprises. 

While we have recently received our certification, we will be focusing on the areas of our assessment which we can 
begin to make improvements on in order to retain the accreditation when we come to recertify in 3 years time. 

We strongly believe that becoming the first media owner in the UK to achieve this certification will not only be  
beneficial to us as a business but also to our stakeholders, partners and clients. 

B-Corp’s mission statement:

We envision a global economy that uses business as a force for good. This economy is comprised of a new type of corporation 
- the B Corporation - which is purpose-driven and creates benefit for all stakeholders, not just shareholders. As B Corporations 

and leaders of this emerging economy, we believe:
That we must be the change we seek in the world. 

That all business ought to be conducted as if people and place matter. 

B-CORP - PROGRESS REPORT
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